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Scholarly Journals

• Over 80,000 active English-language scholarly peer-reviewed journals

• Over 12,000 in Journal Citation Reports, representing the “core 
literature” in the sciences and social sciences

• Between 2.5 and 3 million journal articles are published per year

Sources

• Ulrich’s Periodical Database

• InCites Journal Citation Reports



Scholarly Journal Market

2014: $11.5 Billion in STM Journal Subscription Sales

Five companies control 40% of the global market

1. Reed Elsevier: 17% 

2. Thomson Reuters: 7%

3. Springer: 6%

4. John Wiley & Sons: 5%

5. IHS: 5%

Roughly 75% of revenue comes from academic library subscriptions

Source: Simba Information. (2015). Global Scientific & Technical Publishing, 2015-19. 



Scholarly Journal Prices

Source: http://lj.libraryjournal.com/2016/04/publishing/fracking-the-ecosystem-periodicals-price-survey-2016/#_

http://lj.libraryjournal.com/2016/04/publishing/fracking-the-ecosystem-periodicals-price-survey-2016/#_


Data Loss in the Reference List

Paper-based reference covers assets existing in print

• journal article  journal article 

Web-based referencing covers a range of assets used during 
the research process

• journal article  software, data sets, blogs, video, slide decks



The case of the missing data

• Survey of authors of 516 ecology 
papers

• Two years from publication, the 
chance of data accessibility falls 
by 17% per year

• "In theory, the data still exist, 
but the time and effort required 
by the researcher to get them to 
you is prohibitive.”

Source:

Gibney, E. & Van Noorden R. (2013). Scientists losing data at a 
rapid rate. Nature | News. 

http://www.nature.com/news/scientists-losing-data-at-a-rapid-rate-1.14416


Reference Rot

Reference rot = link rot and/or content drift

• Link rot: the contents of a referenced web page no longer exist 

• Content drift: the contents of a reference web page have changed from 
the time at which they were first referenced



Reference Rot: One in Five Articles

3.5 million articles (1997-2012) 
from arxiv, Elsevier, and PubMed 
Central

Articles suffering reference rot:

• Articles from 2005-2012: 70-80%

• Articles from 2009-2012: 20%



Data Publishing
Driven by funder and publication policies…



Federal Funding in the U.S.

Federal Research Funding Obligations for FY2017: $145.4 Billion

Down from $160 Billion in 2010

Top Departments (in Billions):
• Department of Defense: $69.1 
• Health and Human Services: $32.7 

• NIH: $31.4 
• Energy: $14.3 
• NASA: $12.9 
• NSF: $6.5

Source  
• NSF. Survey of Federal Funds for Research and Development, FY 2015-17

https://ncsesdata.nsf.gov/fedfunds/2015/


What is/are Data?

• NSF: “Research data means the recorded factual material commonly 
accepted in the scientific community as necessary to validate 
research findings” [2 CFR § 200.315(3)]

• NIH: “Recorded factual material commonly accepted in the scientific 
community as necessary to document and support research findings” 
[Data Sharing Guidance | NIH]

https://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/fedrtc/draftRTC_2015.pdf
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/data_sharing/data_sharing_guidance.htm#data


Culture of Sharing Data

• Before 2010: 9% of papers from the top 50 journals published data sets in support of research 
articles

• Between 2011 and 2015: 400% increase in number of data sets published online in data 
repositories

• “the static PDF as a primary format for scholarly communication will be 
superseded by formats that can do better justice to the needs of the 
researcher” [eLIFE]

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0024357
http://datascience.codata.org/articles/10.5334/dsj-2016-006/#T4
https://elifesciences.org/elife-news/supplementary-data


“Innovation points out paths that are 
possible; replication points out paths that 
are likely; progress relies on both.” 
– Open Science Collaboration (2015)



Peer Review
Journal peer review:

• Is the research within the journal’s aims & scope?
• Is the research methodologically sound?
• Is the research important?
• Is the research complete?

Data peer review [SpringerNature]:
• Are the data in a public repository?
• Are the data presented in a useful file format?
• Are the data described with useful metadata?
• Are the data methodologically sound?
• Are the data free from personally identifiable, sensitive, or inappropriate information?

Further reading on peer-review practices for publishing research data: https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.02236

http://www.springernature.com/gp/group/data-policy/policy-types
https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.02236


Data Management



Data Sharing Policy Examples

Funders
• National Institutes of Health

• National Science Foundation

• Gates Foundation

• Arnold Foundation

• Wellcome Trust

Browse Article and Data Sharing 
Requirements by Federal Agency 
[SPARC]

Publishers
• American Economic Association

• Public Library of Science (PLOS)

• SpringerNature / BioMedCentral

• Science

• eLIFE

Browse Journal open data policies 
by Title [OAD | Simmons]

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/data_sharing/
https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/pappguide/nsf15001/aag_6.jsp#VID4
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/How-We-Work/General-Information/Open-Access-Policy
http://www.arnoldfoundation.org/initiative/research-integrity/guidelines-for-investment-research/
https://wellcome.ac.uk/what-we-do/topics/data-sharing
http://datasharing.sparcopen.org/
https://www.aeaweb.org/journals/policies/data-availability-policy
https://www.aeaweb.org/journals/policies/data-availability-policy
http://www.springernature.com/gp/group/data-policy/policy-types
http://www.sciencemag.org/authors/science-editorial-policies#data-deposition
https://elifesciences.org/content/1/e00365
http://oad.simmons.edu/oadwiki/Journal_open-data_policies


Data Management Planning

Benefits

• Good practice: transparency, accountability, reproducibility

• Competitive edge: data citations, larger contribution to the field

• Prevents data loss

It’s probably required.



Data Management Planning

Data management plans are a standard piece in research grant proposals

They document what researchers will do with data the collect during and after 
the project, such as:

• the types of data that will be created

• the standards and metadata that will be used with the data

• how these data will be accessed and shared

• policies and provisions for the reuse of the data

• plans for the long term archiving of the data



Metadata

Helps make your data set more discoverable online and 
understandable by other researchers

Technical documentation, codebook

Provides context
• Means of creation of the data

• Purpose of the data

• Time and date of creation

• Creator or author of the data

• Standards used



Metadata: Example

The project will leverage existing metadata standards 
currently stored in Ecological Metadata Language (EML) format 
for the NutNet project. We will add additional metadata 
entries for the arthropod community composition and arthropod 
stoichiometry; field notes taken during the time of 
collection will be recorded. Morpho software will be used to 
generate the metadata file in EML. We chose EML format for 
our metadata since it allows integration with existing NutNet
data housed in the Knowledge Network for Biocomplexity (KNB) 
data repository.

Source: Arthropod Responses to Grassland Nutrient Limitation 

https://dmptool.org/plans/8332.pdf


Metadata: Resources

• Social Science: ICPSR Guide to Social Science Data Preparation and Archiving

• Earth and Environmental Sciences: DataONE Best Practices 

• Clinical Data: Preparing raw clinical data for publication

• Human Subjects: DRYAD FAQ

Check Journal Publisher or research funder policies for guidance

http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/content/deposit/guide/chapter3docs.html
https://www.dataone.org/best-practices/describe
http://www.bmj.com/content/340/bmj.c181
https://datadryad.org/pages/faq


• A free online DMP generator that uses funder and institution-specific

• Templates for private foundations and government agencies

• Each template draws on funder requirements for DMPs

• Online library of real DMPs shared by researchers

• Website: http://dmptool.org

• Library Support: http://libguides.northwestern.edu/datamanagement

http://dmptool.org/
http://libguides.northwestern.edu/datamanagement


• A free online DMP generator that uses funder and institution-specific

• Templates for private foundations and government agencies

• Each template draws on funder requirements for DMPs

• Online library of real DMPs shared by researchers

• Website: http://dmptool.org

• Library Support: http://libguides.northwestern.edu/datamanagement

http://dmptool.org/
http://libguides.northwestern.edu/datamanagement


Copyright
Understanding your rights as an author



What does copyright protect?

“original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of 
expression” -- 17 USC § 102 (a).

Copyright starts when work is fixed!

Notice (Copyright © 2016 by Chris Diaz) and registration not 
required, but it is a clearer statement of ownership.

Most foreign works (published outside the U.S.) receive the 
same protection in the U.S. as works published in the U.S. 



What does copyright protect?

• to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or phonorecords;

• to prepare derivative works based upon the copyrighted work;

• to distribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the 
public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or 
lending;

…

-- 17 USC § 106.



at Northwestern

Source: https://invo.northwestern.edu/policies/copyright-policy

https://invo.northwestern.edu/policies/copyright-policy


Publisher-Author Agreements

• Transfer of all rights in perpetuity 

• Exclusive license for distribution

• License of certain rights on a nonexclusive basis 

• Self-archiving restrictions

• Divvying of rights by manuscript version

• Embargo, i.e., you have to wait X months before you can use the 
publisher PDF 

• You can participate in our open access program if you pay an additional 
author fee

NOTE: If you transfer all rights to a publisher, you may have 
to ask permission to use your own work!



SHERPA/RoMEO: Policy Lookup Tool

Database that tracks self-archiving 
policies for over 2,300 scholarly 
publishers

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/index.php

80% of publishers allow some form 
of self-archiving research papers

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/index.php


Elsevier: Copyright Policy

Source: https://www.elsevier.com/about/our-business/policies/copyright

https://www.elsevier.com/about/our-business/policies/copyright


Manuscript Versions

Pre-print/ Draft 
• The manuscript as it is submitted to the journal

Post-print/ Author’s Accepted Manuscript
• The manuscript after revisions have been incorporated as the 

result of peer-review

Publisher’s version/PDF
• The version of record, typeset, found in databases and 

publisher’s website



Elsevier: Article Sharing Policy

Source: https://www.elsevier.com/about/our-business/policies/sharing

https://www.elsevier.com/about/our-business/policies/sharing


Elsevier: Article Sharing Policy

Source: https://www.elsevier.com/about/our-business/policies/sharing

https://www.elsevier.com/about/our-business/policies/sharing


Elsevier: Article Sharing Policy

Source: https://www.elsevier.com/about/our-business/policies/sharing

https://www.elsevier.com/about/our-business/policies/sharing


Elsevier: Article Sharing Policy

Source: https://www.elsevier.com/about/our-business/policies/sharing

https://www.elsevier.com/about/our-business/policies/sharing


Retain Control of Your Copyright

You should retain your copyright, but license the use of your work to 
publishers

You have options before you sign that agreement, not afterwards

Author has non-exclusive rights to his/her work for academic purposes

After 6 months, can make full use of publisher's copy

Author has right to grant employing institution rights of reproduction, 
distribution, display, etc.



Author Addenda

Model language you can modify and attach to publishing agreements 

• Right to use, reproduce, distribute the work

• Right to post the PDF online in a digital repository after 6 months

• Right to grant university non-exclusive rights to use, reproduce, 
distribute, and archive for academic purposes

B1G Academic Alliance Statement on Publishing Agreements

Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition

https://www.btaa.org/docs/default-source/library/authorsrights.pdf?sfvrsn=2
https://sparcopen.org/our-work/author-rights/sparc-author-addendum-text/


• Up to $3,000 toward an Article-processing Change (APC) for an Open 
Access journal

• Faculty, postdocs, graduate students, staff

http://www.library.northwestern.edu/research/scholarly/open-access-fund.html

http://www.library.northwestern.edu/research/scholarly/open-access-fund.html


Research and Data 
Archiving
ARCH | Northwestern University’s Institutional Repository



Content
• Pre-prints, scientific and technical reports, journal articles, white 
papers

• Conference presentations, posters, audio/ video recordings

• Data sets supporting publications

• Images, figures, code



Features
• Compliant: Meets funding agency preservation and public access requirements 

• Discovery: Shares metadata with academic search engines and indexes



Benefits
• Free: Arch is free of charge for Northwestern faculty and research staff

• Flexible: Control visibility by setting future release dates for online access 

• Open Access: Share your research with the world



DMPTool
Dmptool.org

Digital Repository
arch.library.northwestern.edu

Contact
chris-diaz@northwestern.edu


